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Start the year off with a bang at the annual AMS End Of Summer Smash BBQ.
All of UBC will be coming to mingle for
an afternoon of sweet activities like CiTR
Radio broadcasting live, giant inflatables,
tasty food and more. The grill gets fired
up at 5pm, and there is always a line, so
come early! • 5pm-8pm,
Place Vanier
Residence, go to amsfirstweek.com for
more information.

At this point you have successfully survived your parents moving you into residence. Good for you, now what? Obviously task No. 1 is to make your room
your own. AMS Firstweek is here to help.
We've got buses leaving the Vanier and
Totem Park Commons Blocks at 12:30 to
ferry you to Sweden's greatest gift to the
world, IKEA. • 12pm-5pm, buses leave
Totem and Vanier Residences at 12:30pm.
FREE with Firstweek Wristband or $5
without.
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TUESDAY, SEP. 7
CASS PANCAKE BREAKFAST

NO SEX PLEASE, WE'RE BRITISH

Looking for a way to kick off UBC Imagine?
Still searching for friends in residence?The
Centre for Arts Students Service (CASS) is
glad to invite transfer and returning Arts
students to a pancake breakfast to kick off
the new academic year! Come and meet
your fellow students, faculty, and staff, and
have fun! Food and drink will be provided.
Students must register for the event in order to attend. • 9:30am-10:30am,
courtyard outside Buchanan A on Main Mall

The Royal Canadian Theatre Company is
pleased to present No Sex Please, We're
British] This hilarious play, directed by Ellie
King, takes you on a roller-coaster ride as
you follow the increasingly desperate efforts
of a young married couple & their nerdy
bank-clerk friend to dispose of unsolicited
pornography!

AMS FIRSTWEEK —IMPROV
UBC Improv brings their best as they return to the scene of their always hi-larious
crimes. Don't miss this exciting performance by what is one of UBC's funniest
clubs every year. • 6:30pm-7:30pm, Walter Gage Towers, free with
Firstweek
Wristband or $5 without.

Canada Post Sales
Agreement
Number 0040878022

printed on-!00%
recycled.paper

Keeping it away from his nosy mother, the
pompous bank manager and the visiting police inspector is bad enough; but when the
good-time girls show up... • Waterfront Theatre, Granville Island, $28 adult, $25 student/
senior, purchase info at rctheatreco.com.
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Send us your events happening on campus or around
Vancouver.
events@ubyssey.ca
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We offer:
• Compact and portable
Hydrogen Storage
• MH lank Refilling Services
• Stackable H M Fuel tells

Got any questions' Send them
our way.
feedback@ubyssey.ca
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NEWS

EDITOR ARSHY MANN»news@ubyssey.ca
ASSOCIATE MARIA KARI»associate.news@ubyssey.ca

Student unemployment soars to 20%
StatsCan under-reports summer unemployment figures
MARIA KARI
associate, news® ubyssey.ca

Did you have trouble finding a
job this summer? If yes, you're
not alone.
An August 2010 survey released by the Canadian Education Project reported a summer
student unemployment rate of
19.8 per cent, almost 10 per
cent higher than what Statistics Canada reported.
According to the survey,
there were many reasons that
students weren't working this
summer. 28 per cent of unemployed students surveyed cited
inability to find a paying job as
the contributing factor to unemployment. The second and
third runners-up were taking
the summer off to travel and
the inability to find a job that
fits a summer course schedule, respectively.
"Many students are in school
full-time but they have the desire to work or are looking for
work," said Miriam Kramer,
the Director of the Canadian
Education Project.
Despite the nationwide trend
of higher student unemployment this summer, the situation at UBC isn't entirely
gloomy, according to UBC Career Services.
"From April 2009-2010 there
was a 43 per cent increase in
the number of full-time positions posted on careersonline.
ca, UBC's job-posting site," Howie Outerbridge, Director of Career Services, said.
Along with an increase in jobs
available to students, Outerbridge
said there were an average of 350
views per job posting. Regardless,
it appears that students have not
capitalized on the noticeable increase in full-time paid positions
at UBC this summer.
"There are a number of things
to keep in mind. The economy
--we are coming out of a recession. This summer was hard and
last summer was very difficult
for students transitioning into a

This winter session, UBC will
join the likes of the University of Toronto, Yale and Columbia as its Credit/D/Fail system
comes into effect.
Approved by UBC's StudentSenate caucus on March 2 5,2009, but
only being implemented this September, the Credit/D/Fail system
can be applied to up to 12 credits outside a student's core area of
study over the course of a degree.
These 12 credits will be not
be assigned a percentage score.
Instead, in a separate section
on the transcript, their grade
will show up as a "Cr" for those
scoring above 55%, a D for those
scoring in the range of 50-55%

MIDWIFERY PROGRAM AT UBC
GETS STAY OF EXECUTION

The UBC midwifery program will
remain for at least one more year.
Following negotiations between
UBC administration and the
School of Medicine, the four-year
program, the only one of its kind
in Western Canada, announced
it would take ten applicants for
the 2010/2011 year. The delay
in the announcement left many
worried that there would be no new
students in the program.
"The original understanding of
the program is the government
and UBC saw there was a need
for the midwifery program in
the province, that it would have
to start small and grow," said
Gavin Stuart, Dean of Medicine.
H o w e v e r , an a n t i c i p a t e d
funding review by the provincial
government has not taken place.
Next year, the university hopes to
have a sustainable funding model
in place for the department.
U OF MANITOBA SECURITY
PERSONNEL LOCK OUT OVER

In this economy, even sign-holding is a decent occupation. GEOFF LISTER PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/THE UBYSSEY

full-time role," said Outerbridge.
He also believed that students
are changing their priorities
when it comes to spending their
summers.
"Students are very busy," said
Outerbridge. "They are engaged
in volunteer opportunities, unpaid internships, traveling and
a variety of other things. There
is a real hybrid of what it means
to be a student."
Augustine Lee, Employer and
Campus Relations Assistant for
Career Services, said that the declining value of a Bachelor's degree is also partially to blame.

"With my unemployed friends,
there is a trend to expect a job
lined up for us because of our
undergraduate degree. But that
edge thatyou have with an education is going away because the
fact is that increasingly, people
are getting their undergraduate
degrees," said Lee, who works
with students to help them find
employment.
Along with the high unemployment rate, a discrepancy in
gender was also reported. On average, males were reported as
working more hours and earning higher wages.

Kramer attributed the disparity to a "fairly high percentage of males working in sectors that render slightly higher earnings," despite the majority of students finding jobs
in the service and sales sector
after graduation.
Lee argued that a shining academic record wasn't sufficient
for the jobs that students want
today; they must tackle the increasingly competitive nature
of the workforce.
"Employers want to know that
you want to be doing what you're
doing," said Lee. t l

Credit/D/Fail to be implemented at UBC
MARIA KARI
associate.news^ subyssey.ca

NEWS BRIEFS

and a F for students scoring less
than 50%.
"Credit/D/Fail is essentially
a program designed to promote
academic diversity and exploration," explained AMS VP Academic Ben Cappellacci. "I think
it could really change the way
students explore their education at UBC."
According to Cappellacci, the
program will allow students to
explore subject matter outside
of their major without worrying
about an adverse effect on their
GPA.
Student Senator Joel Mertens
said that he believes that students are looking forward to
the new system.
"[Credit/D/Fail] was initially student pushed and I think

they're really behind it. I
didn't hear any concerns [from
students]."
Although he was not a Senator at the time the system was
endorsed by Senate, Mertens
said that some faculty were worried about its implementation.
"Itwas my understanding that
there was concern from faculty
that they were afraid that students might take core courses
for their degrees as Credit/D/
Fail as a way to get through it
without doing all of the work,"
he said.
It may also have a negative
effect on those applying to grad
schools and scholarships which
assess, in part, based on GPA.
Once a student has requested
to be evaluated on the Credit/D/

Fail system and the deadline
has passed, it is not possible to
receive a letter grade standing.
"For grad schools and scholarships, it's really something that
students have to take into account and see if it's worthwhile,"
said Cappellaci. "Ifyou want to
take Credit/D/Fail, you essentially sacrifice the value those
grades could have given you."
Cappellacci will be releasing
a report in the second term on
a study investigating student
reactions, work ethic and perceived level of learning as a result of the implementation of
the program.
"All in all, I think you can
expect to see some interesting
changes in your classes this semester," he said, t l

The University of Manitoba and
members of the AESES-UMSS
union reached an agreement Tuesday afternoon, ending a lockout imposed bythe university.
"The University of Manitoba
is pleased to see this matter resolved without too much inconvenience to the university community," said John Danakas, a
spokesperson for the university.
The university locked out their
security service staff after contract negotiations hit a standstill
in August. Twenty-seven security
services employees were barred
from the campus on Aug. 20.
During the lockout, the university was patrolled by managers of UMSS along with the
help of the private security firm
Forensic Investigations Canada.
—The Manitoban
(The University of Manitoba)
ST. THOMAS FORMS ADVISORY
COMMITTEE IN WAKE OF CONDOM
CONTROVERSY

In July, the student union at STU
made headlines after revealing
that they weren't allowed to include condoms in this year's
welcome week kits, information
and supply packages handed out
to first-year students.
"[We were] originally told
by residence life that we were
not allowed to include condoms
in welcome week kits," said
Ella Henry, the student union
president.
Henry said she was told there
was no university policy on the
distribution of condoms on campus, but rather a longstanding
practice.
In response, St. Thomas University president Dennis Cochrane has formed an advisory
committee to look at the broad
issue of student health.
Henry said they are expecting
an answer on whether they can
include condoms in this year's
welcome week kits before the
event starts in September.
"[We] look forward to working
with the university to improve sexual health on campus," said Henry.
—The Aquinian
(St. Thomas University)
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The "Protector of Forests" has arrived
Innes intends to improve ties with Chinese universities
MARIA KARI
as soci ate. news@u byssey. ca

Dr John Innes, UBC's new Dean
of Forestry, is a man accustomed
to making bold proclamations.
His self-appointed title is etched
in sharp black on the back of
the business cards that he casually hands out: the Protector
of Forests.
Innes, who was appointedjuly
1,2010, talks passionately about
his interest in the natural environment. "My research is on issues such as how to manage forests effectively and sensitively and how we can actually get
some of the benefits of the forest to the people," said Innes.
"There is an expectation that
I will continue doing research
as dean and I have every intention of doing so," he told The
Ubyssey. As a researcher, Innes
spends most of his time with
16 graduate students, which
he will be reducing to 10 because of his promotion. Along
with his research duties, Innes
has established a working relationship in China over the last
eight years. He helped found
a two year exchange program
between UBC and the Nanjing
Forestry University as well as
the Fujian Agriculture and
Forestry University, allowing

students to gain experience
in China. Similarly, in a partnership with the China State
Forestry Administration, his
team is developing sustainable
forest management practices.
He also expects to work closely
with Aboriginal communities
in BC, the Yukon and Australia.
Born in Scotland and educated at Cambridge University,
Innes has worked in a variety of
positions in the forestry industry. These include brief stints
with the British and Swiss governments, as well as the Chair
of Forest Management at Forest
Renewal BC and as a UBC professor. When asked what attracts
him to UBC, Innes pointed at the
clear, sunny day and the beautiful view from the Dean of Forestry's office and said, "You see
that outside? That's what keeps
me here."
Along with Vancouver's aesthetic appeal, Innes regards UBC
as one of the best universities
in the world.
"The Faculty [of Forestry] is
one of the best in the world,"
said Innes. "We have some ofthe
greatest number of publications
and students anywhere, so the
opportunity to be dean is quite
a privilege."
Innes talks about the Faculty's role in helping the currently

troubled forest sector move
forward.
"Forestry is a cyclic business,
it goes up and down. We are in
a down right now but we are actually starting to go up again. If
you'd asked me lastyear I would
have said the biggest challenge
would be getting a job but I think
thisyearmorejobswillbe available," said Innes.
He cited recent conservation
student graduates as an example of a group that frequently
experiences difficulty finding
jobs. "People do a conservation
degree and think they should
go work for Environment Canada or BC Ministry of Environment but there are [other] opportunities out there. For example, working at a company
as an ecologist. It just may be
slightly different to what they
expected."
As the new dean, Innes aims
to not only ensure the faculty
is being administered correctly and that donations are being
raked in, but also look to extend
leadership beyond the faculty to
the entire forest sector.
In line with his predecessor, Jack Saddler, it is evident
that Innes is looking to continue propagating UBC's very own
Faculty on a global scale. One
business card at a time, t l
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New Pharmacy building slated for 2012 opening
MARIA KARI
as soci ate. news@u byssey. ca

The latest gaping hole of construction at UBC is an indication of good things to come, as
the Faculty of Pharmaceutical
Science finds a new home on
campus.
Expected to open in September of 2012, the faculty's
new home will cost $133.3 million. Around 900 pharmacy
students will make use of the
building by 2015, a 50 per cent
increase. It will also include
the Canadian Drug Research
and Development (CDRD).
Dr. Helen Burt, the faculty's
acting dean, is excited for the
structure and design of the new
building.
"We're going to have some
of the best infrastructure for
teaching and learning anywhere on campus—state ofthe
art teaching facilities for small
group learning and for larger groups we're going to have
a real pharmacy clinic located in the building," said Burt.
The building design will also
be set up to mimic the natural
environment, with an emphasis
on using BC lumber products.
"It is intended to be conceptualized like a tree," Burt told The

Ubyssey, adding that even the
windows will be designed to
reflect the images of the trees.
As the new building enters
the third of four stages of construction, current and prospective students will be housed
in the Cunningham Building,
where the Pharmaceutical Sciences are currently located,
as well as different locations
around campus.
"The faculty is committed
to move ahead in advance of

having the building open. They
feel they can accommodate at
least the first years using alternatives, like Swing Space. By
opening time they'll have a full
two years of enrolment," said
Nancy Knight, UBC's Associate
VP of Campus and Community
Planning.
At the 86 million dollar behest of the BC government, the
timing of the new facility is imperative in addressing a shortage of pharmacists in BC.

"The population of BC has grown
and the demographic is aging,
meaning more people require medication, but they haven't increased
the number of placements in the
faculty in the last 25 years," said
Marshall Moleschi, registrar ofthe
BC College of Pharmacists.
Moleschi added that "itwas really urgent to get space because
the facilities are so dated."
Despite plans for increased
seats in the faculty some students remain sceptical.

"Right now the big thing is
just getting in," said Vicky Sharma, a second year Sciences student waiting to hear back on his
applications for the pharmacy
program. "It's tough because
so many people apply and an
[increased number of seats] is
great but I think it will always
be very competitive."
The opening of a pharmacy
program elsewhere in BC has
not been ruled out, as far as Moleschi is concerned.
"Medicine has expanded
around the province. The Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences
is also looking at that. Right now,
they chose to go with a building
expansion—the building was old
when I went to UBC in the 70s,
so it's really old now."
Moleschi emphasized the importance ofthe new structure.
"It's a modern building,
modern facilities and modern teaching methods," said
Moleschi.
"It's not just a building but a
way of learning." t l
The renderings of the UBC
Faculty of
Pharmaceutical
Sciences/CDRD Building were
jointly provided by Saucier +
Perrotte Architectes and Hughes
Condon Marler Architects.

("ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BRUNCH BUFFET ONLY $9.99 and KIDS EAT FREE! WLLYUCENSHTJ
10AM-2PM Sunday & All Holidays
Daily Beggar's Breakfast
KIDS WELCOME
ONLY s 3.99 {until 11am)
Some restrictions apply kids under 10 yrs

Daily Lunch Special
ONLY '5.99

W I N G WEDNESDAYS
ONLY 35< plus 20 unique sauce choices
After 5 p m
NEW MANA CEMENT
NEW DECOR & NEW MENU

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
THURS-SAT check out our Live Bond
(no cover charge) starting at 9PM-1 AM
SUNDAYS Open Mike 8PM - Midnight

Special Kids Menu

includes beverage
and dessert

King's Head Restaurant • 1618 Yew Street, Vancouver * 6 0 4 . 7 3 8 . 6 9 6 6
8 A M t o 1 A M EVERYDAY

WWW.KINGHEAD.CA
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EDITOR TREVOR RECORD»features@ubyssey.ca

A university divided cannot stand

TREVOR RECORD
features@ubyssey.ca

Welcome to the first supplement
ofthe 2010-2011 year. They'llbe
appearing in every Thursday issue of The Ubyssey. For this first
supplement, we've looked to our
sister campus to the east.
UBC's Okanagan campus
is nestled on the outskirts of
Kelowna, and made national

headlines this summer when a
peacock broke loose on school
grounds to the delight of students and faculty. Hundreds of
miles from the Vancouver campus in more ways than one, if
you asked most students here
to tell you a bit about the campus in Kelowna you'd be met
with blank stares.
But despite their differences,
they are two parts of the same
school. That's just one of the
great opportunities that UBC
offers, and it's time we started
taking advantage of it. It was
with this in mind that The Ubyssey went out to Kelowna this
summer.
We had very little information about UBC-O when we started out, but what we did know

was still leagues ahead of what
the average student in Vancouver had. The fewyears the campus has been under UBC (locals
knew it as the Okanagan University College before then) have
been marked by aggressive construction and rapid growth. The
smaller classes and intimate
community of the Okanagan
school are coming up against
the massive world-class ambitions of UBC, even as that institution uses a "best of both worlds"
approach in its recruiting.
As aresult, whatwe found was
a campus with great potential
that was still looking for a clear
identity, with support systems
and campus institutions that
are still in nascent stages, but
with a freedom to innovate and

forge a university experience uncoloured by history and bureaucracy. There were students who
told us that the intimate Okanagan campus gave them opportunities to publish papers at the
undergraduate level—something
unlikely at Vancouver, to say the
least. Still others were attending simply for a degree that was
functionally the same as the one
they would be given at UBC Vancouver, despite lacking the high
school grades to get accepted to
the larger campus.
With construction almost done,
and the awkward transition years
out of the way, now is the time
that this campus will define its
role within UBC and the province. Two campuses. One school.
From here. And there, t l

UBC-O: "Place and Promise" personified
ANDREW BATES
Contributor

I was always going to go to the
university in Kelowna.
I grew up in Penticton, where
the Okanagan University College (OUC) campus stood just
past the bypass. But I also grew
up knowing that the largest of
the university college's various
campuses was in Kelowna. My
dad commuted there while I was
in high school, and I visited it
for a weekend injune on one of
those campus tours. At the time,
I didn't know that it would become a campus of UBC one day.
After two years at the Okanagan College in Penticton, I made
the move. UBC-O was far enough
away from home without being
too far, and the tuition fees were
affordable.
Three years later, I still don't
see it as a regional university
outpost convenient for interior
kids. So what is it, exactly? The
conflict of what UBC-O wants to
be is central to understanding
it as a school. Despite growth
and the shiny new buildings,
there's still the cluster of old
ones where most classes take
place. So much of it is promise. We have four or five buildings under construction now,
and we're always told what it's
going to be like when Arts II
is finished or Engineering is
done or the vaunted size doubling produces results.
In the meantime, without a
mold, we grow in our own directions, with no clear goal in
mind. Depending on who you're
talking to, it will be as a clear
equal to UBC, a regional university, an easier place to get into
than UBC-V that gives the same
degrees, a centre for top-notch
research or a place you go because you want to snowboard
all winter and wakeboard all
summer.
There is a degree of anxiety in
marking out our place. In March,
the university changed our official name, so we are no longer
UBC Okanagan, but UBC's Okanagan campus. Which looks really awkward in the press releases
that insist we are becoming internationally renowned for our
research. The great challenge,

WHY GO TO UBC
OKANAGAN?

"I really enjoy living on the coast, but
it's great up here—
it's a beautiful environment and a great
community..There's
great class sizes and
great instructors."
—Andrew Specken, a UBCO Education student.

"I applied for UBC
Vancouver...but
then I was looking
at class sizes and
conditions...and I
thought I would
have a more
effective education
if I was going to a
smaller campus.
I heard from a
lot of my friends
who were already
attending UBC
Vancouver that it
was hard to talk
to professors, and
hard to get to know
their colleagues."
—Tsung-te Moon, a 3rd year
UBC-O Engineering student
from South Korea.

would be going to university in
Kelowna? Or will UBC-O mean
something completely different?
That story is yet to be written, t l

"I applied to UBC
Vancouver. I'd
never even heard
of UBC Okanagan
until I'd gotten
my congratulation
letter...they gave
me a scholarship
as well...I didn't
make the grade to
UBC Vancouver,
but Okanagan
would take me...
they gave everyone
a scholarship, I'm
pretty sure they just
wanted students."

Andrew Bates is the Editor-inChief of The Phoenix (UBC-O's
campus paper).

—Kendall Hammond, a 4 th
year UBC-O political science
major.

Editor in Chief of The Phoenix, Andrew Bates, in an absurd photoshoot getup. GEOFF LISTER PHOTO/THE UBYSSEY

entering our sixth year, will be
getting the locals, Arts students,
engineers, grads and Kelownafornians all on the same page
as the school continues to grow.
Are we UBC Okanagan, UBC's
Okanagan campus or the evolved
form of OUC? It'll be up to us, I

suppose. Or maybe it won't—maybe it will be up to whoever is occupying the campus when all of
those buildings finally get built
and the campus actually ends up
twice as big as it is now. Who will
those students be? Will they have
always known, like I did, that they
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Did
UBC-O
begin as
a 'hostile
takeover?
JUSTIN MCELROY
coordinating@ubyssey.ca

When UBC purchased 236 hectares of land adjacent to its Okanagan campus from the City of
Kelowna lastJune, university officials heralded the purchase as
key to strengthening the longterm identity of the campus.
UBC-O is a young university, having acquired its current
name in 2005. But long before
it was a university, it was the
Kelowna branch of Okanagan
University College (OUC). How
it became part of UBC is a story of conflict, tension, and backroom deals.
"When I first arrived [at the
university], UBC-O had just
been created, and frankly, it felt
fragile and there was a certain
amount of tension in the air,"
said President Stephen Toope.
Was it a hostile takeover?
"Not intentionally so," he said.
In 2002, the BC Progress
Board, a government advisory
body, proposed that a university
take hold in the Okanagan. What
form it would take was unclear,
but it was acknowledged that the
region needed something more
than a college.
"The university/college model
had already reached its breaking
point...you needed the research
capacity, you needed graduate
departments," said Doug Owram, Vice-Chancellor at UBC-O.
OUC lobbied for a change in
designation to become an independent university. "Our intention is to see OUC develop as
comprehensive institution," the
college said at the time.
The provincial government—
and UBC—had other ideas. In
2002, negotiations began between
the two to transfer over power
of OUC to UBC and turn it into a
branch of the university.
In March 2004, following
months of rumours, a press conference was held. UBC would
take over OUC's Kelowna branch
starting in July 2005, and turn
it into a comprehensive university. No one at OUC was formally consulted. The OUC President
was fired. Eleven ofthe fourteen
board members were let go.
"There was a feeling among
the older faculty of having had
a deal done on them," said Owram. "They woke up one day and
they were suddenly UBC...the
collective agreement changed
completely, promotion and
tenure standards completely
changed.
"Bitterness isn't quite the right
word, but there was anguish."
The 15 months between the
announcement and the transition were marked with construction, rapid transition and
turmoil, as UBC worked to implement cross-university standards, build engineering and
grad studies departments, and
hire new faculty for the launch.
"July 1 was one ofthe mosthectic days of work I've ever seen,"
said Matt Koovisk, a Student Senator at UBC-O for five years. "No
one knew what was going on."
Since then, UBC-O has doubled in enroled students, doubled in size, turned over half
its faculty, and is beginning to
form its own identity.
"After we got through that first
year of burping and raising a
baby, we've done pretty well,"
said Koovisk. vl

Construction of new residences on UBC-O's campus. GEOFF LISTER PH0T0/THE UBYSSEY

Who s actually in charge of UBC-O?
Doug Owram reminisces about UBC-O's hectic early days
JUSTIN MCELROY
coordinating@ubyssey.ca

UBC Okanagan doesn't have
a President. Not technically,
at least. But in Doug Owram,
Deputy Vice-Chancellor ofthe
university and de facto head,
they have a leader who knows
all about fast expansion.
After a PhD in history from
the University of Toronto in
1976, Owram spent nearly 30
years at the University of Alberta, eventually becoming
provost and associate vicepresident (academic). He's
also authored or co-authored
many books, including Promise
of Eden: the Canadian Expansionist Movement and the Idea
ofthe West 1856-1900.
Since coming to UBC-O in
2006, ayear after its integration with UBC, Owram has
overseen the development and
administration of a campus
that often has the rough-andtumble feel of the wild west.
He readily admits it hasn't
been easy.
"The whole first year was
like a construction site. Itwas

like riding a crazy....train,
where everything's moving
really quickly. Nothing is stable. You're building as you go
and hoping you get it right."
With the number of students on campus nearly doubling during his tenure, Owram said the biggest challenge
has simply been to manage a
growth process that doesn't
follow convention.

Maybe it's because
I'm older, but the
model I actually use
is Queen's.
DOUG OWRAM
UBC-O VICE-CHANCELLORV

"We were building basically
two new faculties. Engineering
didn't exist when we began," he
said. "We brought the students
in, then started hiring the faculty, then started building...it
made for some crazy years."

Questions of jurisdiction
have also been a thorn in Owram's side. While UBC-O has
a separate Senate and what
he calls "a firewalled budget,"
there are still "so many discussions about...who has authority over what."
"UBC is a big bureaucratic
system. It's probably more bureaucratic that Alberta, where
I worked before, frankly. But
we deal with it."
With the major construction
starting to wind down (the final two buildings for Engineering and Arts/Science are set to
be done within a year) Owram
looks forward to the next era
of the university, consolidating its gains, and pointing itself to the future.
"Maybe it's because I'm older, but the model I actually use
is....Queen's, which had around
10,000 students when I went
there in the late 60s. The model of a strong residential campus, good student life, a range
of programs, basically focused
on the quality of undergraduate life is what I aspire to. And
a national draw."

Owram points to the fact that
only 37 per cent of UBC-O students are from the local area as
proof that the university is starting to have a national appeal.
Ultimately, he hopes that the
demand for world-class teaching and research, a small-town
campus and an appealing region will result in higher entrance averages at UBC-O than
UBC-Vancouver.
"We're not there yet, but it
has the potential," he says,
showing the mixture of realism and hope that epitomizes
UBC-O today. U

UBC is a big
bureaucratic
system. It's probably
more bureaucratic
that Alberta,
frankly. But we deal
with it.
DOUG OWRAM
UBC-O VICE-CHANCELLOR

TIMELINE: UBC Okanagan
2001: The OUC begins lobbying
the provincial government to
become a full university.

July 1, OUC officially
becomes UBC-0.
Enrollment is 6015.

1990 I
1990: Okanagan College turns
into "Okanagan University
College," with the power
to grant degrees in certain
undergraduate studies.

MAR. 17, 2004: The provincial
government announces that
the Kelowna branch of OUC will
become UBC-Okanagan. The
OUC President and the majority
of the board are let go.

2005
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No school-hopping at UBC
UBC-O students face tough
transfer battles to get into UBC-V
TREVOR RECORD
features@ubyssey.ca

When Tanja Bergen decided to
attend UBC Okanagan, she was
under the impression that she
would be able to easily go to
the Point Grey campus if she
wanted. So despite having high
school grades she claims were
high enough to attend classes at
Vancouver, she went to the Okanagan, attracted by more scholarships and a chance to get out
of the Lower Mainland.
"It sounded like a good way to
get out of town while still keeping the door to UBC open," said
Bergen. "'It's just like UBC was
a phrase that was used a lot."
After falling in love with the
Vancouver campus during a
leadership conference, she decided to transfer campuses. But
at UBC, it doesn't matter that
you're part of the same university—you still have to jump
through the same hoops as everyone else.
"To come down [here], I first
went to [admissions]," saidBergan. "I remember I had to sit
through, probably, a two minute speech on why I shouldn't
go [to the Vancouver campus]."
"And then I learned that I had
to apply [as a transfer student] to
UBC Vancouver," she said, adding, "I was a little surprised because my transfer was considered on par with a Langara or
Douglas college student."
Andrew Arida, UBC Associate
Director of Enrolment, says that
the process is indeed the same
as it is for students transferring
in from SFU or from Langara.
In addition to paying an application fee, UBC-O students are
subject to tough academic standards, and many are not accepted at the Vancouver campus.
"In 2010, 389 UBC Okanagan students applied to transfer to UBC Vancouver, were eligible for consideration (i.e. they
were not on academic probation), completed their application, and received an evaluation decision," said Andrew
in an e-mail. "In the end, 164
were admitted to the Vancouver
campus. Thirty-three applied
to move in the other direction
(Vancouver to Okanagan) with
the same criteria and 24 were
admitted."
Like UBC, SFU has multiple
campuses (theirs are located

in Burnaby, Surrey and Vancouver). An attendant at the
SFU student service centre explained to The Ubyssey that although some programs were
only available at one campus,
there are no restrictions on students who want to take classes
at different campuses if they
are available.
"Students are free to take classes at whatever campus they like as
long as it's offered within the specific program [that they are in]."
Bergen successfully transferred to UBC Vancouver in
2007. This was when she found
out that not all of the credits in
the science program she had accrued at UBC-O would be transferred to the same program at
Vancouver.

I had to sit through,
probably, a two
minute speech on
why I shouldn't go
[to the Vancouver
campus].
TANJA BERGEN
FORMER UBC-O STUDENT

Greyson Lepp,the UBCSUO President.
GEOFF LISTER PH0T0/THE UBYSSEY

Meet the
UBCSUO
ARSHY MANN
news@ubyssey.ca
UBC-O's student centre, the J. Peter Meekinson Student Centre, finished construction in July of 2009. GEOFF LISTER PH0T0/THE UBYSSEY

Student spaces: here and there
UBC-V

UBC-O

STUDENT BUILDING NAME
"When I did get accepted I
had a fair amount of trouble
with course compatibility," Bergan said. "I technically didn't
have the prerequisites for microbiology down here. I had to
navigate that myself; I was able
to have one-on-one conversations with professors, and was
able to get into those courses."
"I had other friends that had
to go back and take the second-year microbiology course,
which were fairly similar to the
one we'd taken at UBC-O."
VP Students Brian Sullivan
confirmed that UBC encourages students to take exchanges
to their sister campus, rather
than a wholesale transfer. And
while university officials have
said that they are investigating changes to transfer regulations, Bergen knows that she
was one of the lucky ones to be
able to easily transfer from the
"0"to the "V"
"I was just fortunate m
grades were high," she said.

JUNE,2008: UBC-O begins construction
on new Arts and Science, Engineering,
and Health Sciences buildings, totaling
$150.03 million.

Student Union Building

J. Peter Meekinson Student
Centre

DATE OPENED
1968

2009

FLOORS
3

1*

STUDENT SOCIETY
AMS

UBCSUO

HIGHLIGHTS
Plenty of club space, many restaurants/places to get a drink

Student Bookstore, offices for
Women's & Equity Centres

L0WLIGHTS
N o t nearly e n o u g h r o o m f o r
4 5 , 0 0 0 s t u d e n t s , accessibility

No club space, buses from c a m pus stop before midnight

*(lt's part of the larger university-owned "University Centre")

The UBC Okanagan Student
Union (UBCSUO) made national
headlines this summer when
two of its executives, President
Grayson Lepp and Services Coordinator Kirk Chavarie, were
arrested for conspiracy to commit mischief during the G20
protests in Toronto.
They travelled to Toronto on
behalf of the UBCSUO executive to protest alongside other student unions from the Canadian Federation of Students
and were detained for over 30
hours each.
Grayson and Chavarie are
both members ofthe Students
4 Students slate, which has won
every election for the past eight
years.
One of the priorities of the
executive is working for lower tuition in British Columbia.
"We're always on board that
saying that access to education
should be more affordable,"
Chavarie told The Ubyssey.
Another issue that they advocate on behalf of students is
better transport in and out of
the UBC-O campus.
"Transportation is a huge
issue for students on campus, epecially getting a nightbus," said External Coordinator Spencer Robins. On relations with the AMS, Lepp believed that there is significant
room for co-operation.
"I don't see why we can't
work with the AMS," said Lepp.
"Our goals should be pretty
similar." vl

JUNE 9,2010: President Stephen Toope
announces that UBC has purchased
256 hectares of land adjacent to the
Okanogan campus from the City of
Kelowna for $8.78 million, doubling
the size of campus.

2010
JULY 1,2006: Doug Owram
becomes Vice-Chancellor
of UBC-O.

JULY,2009: "University Centre,"
home to both the administration
and s t u d e n t union offices, is
completed.

TREVOR RECORD AND JUSTIN MCELROY GRAPHIC/THE UBYSSEY
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A natives take
on Kelowna
When in Kelowna, do as
the Kelownafornians do

24 hours in Kelowna
Thinking about UBC-O? This was our experience

ANDREW BATES
Contributor

You may one day end up in
Kelowna. No, not just because
you're passing through to Calgary and you have a deep-seated
hatred for Kamloops. It's entirely possible thatyou might wind
up in Kelowna on purpose. Then,
someone may ask the deadly
question, "So, uh, what do you
want to do?"
With friends, it's awkward.
With dates, it's brutal. How
should you know where to go
in Kelowna? You live in Vancouver, which is, like, the bestest, I
suppose. This is where I come in.
These are the places you will go,
recommended by me, Andrew
Bates, a real live Kelowna...ian.
WANT TO JUST MEET DOWNTOWN SOMEWHERE?

What we call "downtown" is a
pretty good place to wander
about and grab some sushi. Best
bookstore: High Browse. Best
coffee: Bean Scene. Best vinyl:
Underground.
There's also a Japanese garden hiding behind the bus loop,
ifyou're into that. But remember to grab beer at a BCL somewhere or at the O'Flannigan's
on Queensway. It will be important later.
SO DO YOU WANT TO, LIKE, DO
SOMETHING?

McCurdy Centre: Hit up Scandia
Golf and Games first, so you can
play a little bit of karaoke and
find out whom among you is determined to become the very
best, like no one ever was, at
mini-golf. Then cross the highway and hit up McCurdy Bowl for
pretty much the greatest combination: laser bowling/brew pub.
NO, LET'S JUST GO TO A
BAR OR WHATEVER

The Blue Gator: because only
the best old man blues bar will
do. The Blue Gator has good live
music almost every night, $3.75
mugs of beer, and no jerks. Bars
don't have to force you to ignore
Ed Hardy dudes hanging out
in your periphery like so many
buzzing fluorescent lights. Go
and have fun and dance until
they kick you out, and you go
to Doc Willoughby's. Everyone
does eventually.

KAI GREEN
copy@ubyssey.ca

The Ubyssey spent a weekend
in the Okanagan this summer,
picking up tips on passing time
in Kelownafornia. Here are our
recommendations for the perfect day in the city of Peach
Tarts.
S t a r t your m o r n i n g in
Kelowna's downtown cultural centre. While the sun's still
low and you're still waiting to
wake up, downtown offers a
wide variety of low-key, lowinvestment fun.
HOURS 1-4:

The Kelowna Art Gallery (and a
few others located nearby) are
in the neighbourhood, but admission-free options are also
available. Exploring the downtown is worth it if only to note
the sheer number of business
establishments named for what
they offer: Bakery, Cafe, Gallery.
For a more picturesque start to
your day, take a morning stroll
through Waterfront Park, which
allows meandering past both artificial lakes and a seawall walk
along Lake Okanagan. Or, head
to City Park and quietly contemplate the world's only statue of
the Ogopogo.
HOURS 5-10:

By the time you've finishedyour
late breakfast, you'll feel fortified for an encounter with the
real thing. Ogopogo, Kelowna's
unofficial mascot, is a mythicalor-maybe-notlake monster that
lives in Lake Okanagan.
Sighted since the 19th century
by a wide range of semi-reliable
sources, it's said to be a serpentine
creature thatfivesin the lake. No
one has ever been killed by the Ogopogo, although it supposedly devoured some horses in 1860.
Take your chances thatno serpentine water-dwellers will be feeling peckish and head to one of

This beautiful image was taken from the photographer's actual, real life. GEOFF LISTER PHOTO/THE UBYSSEY

Kelowna's many beaches for some
good old-fashioned relaxation.
HOURS 11-15:

While on the lake, Kelowna
abounds with boat rental agencies, most of which seem to offer adventure packages. For a
princely (but not unreasonable)
sum, you too can hire one of the
sunburnt locals to drive you
out on the lake, strap you into
a lifejacket, and teach you the
basics of any number of 'water
sports' (trust us on this one). Innertubing, water-skiing, parasailing, jet-skiing, wakeboarding, kneeboarding, waterboarding and god knows what else
are available to the adventurous. Bring your sunblock, and
tie your swim bottoms tightly.
HOURS 16-19:

No evening's entertainment
in Kelowna would be complete
without a round of its unofficial
sport: minigolf. Although Kelowna is well-known for being one

of the few places in BC where
golf can be played for more than
four months out of the year, its
golf courses are at their best in
miniature.
Our intrepid investigators reported Scandia Golf and Games
(2898 HWY 97 N) a success for
both retro-riffic arcade games
and windmill challenges, but
those looking for a thrill-a-minute atmosphere might do better
at 19 Green Putt & Play (2050
Campbell Rd), which features
both a natural grass putting
course and an astroturf minigolf
grounds, as well as the "X-Treme
Bounce," a terrifying combination of trampoline and carnival
ride (complete with embarrassing harness).
HOURS 20-24:

After a day of adventuring, you
might be in the mood for a good
night's sleep. But first, The
Ubyssey recommends you venture into Kelowna's bustling
nightlife. Although there are
any number of student-priced

Cabin fever leads to wild parties on UBC-O

DO YOU WANT TO GO HIT THE
BEACH, BRAH?

Remember the beer I told you
to save for later? Grab it, and
then hit up one ofthe beach accesses on Abbott and chill out
on the sand, drinking wine like
you don't know that drinking in
public is technically illegal. Remember: ifyou see headlights,
you were on a contemplative
stroll. With four other people.
UGH DUDE MY HEAD HURTS SO
BAD

You will probably have a hangover. This happens. It's okay—
there's a mecca for you. Mad
Mango Cafe on Bernard is, bar
none, the best place for you now.
I know a guy who swears the Vegetarian Curry Rice bowl is what
clears out his system. I like the
Hong Kong Bowl, a noodle bowl
with big ol' vegetables, chunks
of ham and two fried eggs on
top. Then, stomach full, wander
out of the restaurant, blinking
at the sun, and do it all again. \a

pubs and bars, those looking
for a wilder night can check
out either of Kelowna's two
animal-themed strip clubs,
Cheetahs or Liquid Zoo. Because they're less than a block
away from one another, you
can check out both.
In fact, the good news about
Kelowna is that many of its
bars are mere blocks from each
other, thereby eliminating the
Vancouver but-how-will-weget-fifteen-people-across-town
problem. Don't like the place
you are in? Go down the street.
Cover too high? Go down
the street. Overconsumption?
Go down the street to your hotel. Alternatively, golf in many
locations goes until 10pm—
again, we recommend Scandia,
which keeps open its doors,
batting cages and go-karts until well after sundown.
At midnight, you can slip
into bed, secure in the knowledge that your minigolf sup r e m a c y h a s been established—just keep a tight grip
on your trophy. \3

Kelowna's residences are said to get fairly wild at times. Yes, really. GEOFF LISTER PH0T0/THE UBYSSEY

ARSHY MANN
news@ubyssey.ca

UBC Okanagan's residences
may have a justified reputation for rowdiness.
Tanja Bergen, a recent UBC
microbiology graduate who
transferred to UBC Vancouver

after two years in Kelowna, was
a residence advisor on both the
Okanagan and the Point Grey
campuses. She told The Ubyssey
that the primary difference between residence life in the two
campuses was the relative isolation ofthe Okanagan campus
from the city.

"At my time there, leaving campus was tough ifyou didn't have a
car," said Bergen. "The bus runs
quite infrequently and ifyou're
trying to get back at night it shuts
down quite early, definitely before
midnight."
She said that although residence life tried to provide

activities for the evening, such
as movie or game nights, as well
as intramural sports, many students would end up throwing
parties in their rooms, which
sometimes got out of control.
"I think being a rez advisor
down in Vancouver, you can count
on one or two nights a semester that would be pretty tough to
handle, whereas ifyou go up to
UBC-O, it's probably one a month,"
she said.
Bergen, who emphasized that
she was only speaking about the
year that she was an advisor,
was not satisfied with the level
of support provided to RAs compared to the Vancouver campus.
"I knowit was tough on rez advisors to be in that situation, myself
included," she said. "We definitely
felt like too much was put on us."
Bergen believed, however, that
the nature of the campus itself
created these difficulties.
"I think it's just a part of being
a smaller campus, not having as
many resources available, not
having as many outlets for students to get out and do things outside of residence. I think it did put
more pressure on the advisors,"
she said, t l
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The writing on the wall

LIFE WITH
KRISTYDINDORF

Jerm IX gets ready to go East
ownership ofyour community. I respect everyone that touches down.
One to watch? Open5—this kid's energy is infectious.

GRACE MCRAE-OKINE
Contributor

If the name jerm IX doesn't immediately ring a bell, don't fret.
He's a man of many faces— street
artist, MC, poet, activist—who has
been bringing you rhymes and
redecorating Vancouver's streets
with scrolls of his words for the
past four years.
The work he does along with
his wife, ninja IX, ranges in topic,
matter and form. Naturally, when
The Ubyssey heard that jerm was
planning a move east to Toronto, we caught up with him to talk
about art, inspiration, home, and
just what that IX stands for.
UBYSSEY: Your wheatpastes have
become a staple of Vancouver hotspots and alleys alike. Do you remember the first to go up in Vancouver? Is there a special message that you'd like to be your
last before the move?
JERM IX: The very first one was
just a small box label sticker that
read JERM, months of branding
that followed before I kicked out
the wordplay and poetry. The
piece that changed it all was the
cascading confession. I never
looked back from that moment.
Street art officially became my
therapeutic release and the skeletons started pouring out ofthe
closet. I'm hoping to create an
open letter of sorts to Vancouver as my final piece before I go.

a

RACISM SEXISM
AND HOMOPHOBIA
ARE NOT PERMITTED
IN THIS AREA

U: Your art and music have a big influence on each other. What do you
hope to do differentlyin Toronto—is
your focus changing towards more
of one or the other?

Mapping a new Vancouver. PHOTO COURTESY JERM IX/FLICKR

U: Street art and urban exploration
often go hand in hand - what's your
favorite 'spot' in Van? Which is the
craziest you've managed to reach?
J: My favorite spot is the vacant lot
beside the American Hotel on Station Street. This spothas been in a
constant state of transformation
since I arrived in Vancouver in
2004. When I put [the] "Cascading
Confession" up for the first time
it was at that spot. The wall it was
pasted to eventuallyburnedto the
ground, and that was an amazing feeling. I remember thinking 'if only the burden were so
ephemeral.' Fences went up and
itbecame a hooker spot. A graffiti
artist from Montreal slipped in a
pile of human feces while bombing. I've smoked at least 50 joints
there. Now it's being gentrified
into more yuppie condos and will

soon cease to exist as my favorite
spot. The craziest height I managed to hit was definitely a giant
JERM INC. banner on the back
of a sign at the Peak of Whistler
Mountain. The roof of The Bay
was memorable also.
U: Considering the "Banksy
wasn't here" collaboration you
did with visiting artist Vegas, fostering local talent must mean a
lot to you. Who are some ofyour
favorite street artists/graffiti
writers in Vancouver? Who would
you name as one to watch?
J: I love it all. The smallest scribble
on a dumpster that wasn'tthereyesterday excites me. The transformation of public space is much more
fascinating than the art itself, from
my view. The act of getting up is
an assertion of self and a claimed

J: Definitely not. My street art campaign will be expanding across
the country, albeit with a brief hiatus to enjoy a frozen Ontario winter. And I will be returning once
or twice a year to Vancouver to
continue recording music with
my homies, as well as decorating.
What I hope to do differently in Toronto is reconnect with our families and in the not-so-distant future have a child of our own.
U: Any big projects coming up for
ninja IX and yourself?
J: I've got a couple of pots simmering butl've learned thatto talk about
an idea beforeyou achieve it diminishes it substantially.
U: One last question—what does the
IX stand for?
J: NINE, are ninja IX's initials. 9ine
is a code, never to be cracked. 9 is almost perfect, but it's not, and it never will be. IX is biblical. As in, jerm
3:16 For jerm so loved Vancouver
that he gave his only begotten art.
IX is who we are. t l
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Enter Kate Beaton, whose
largely Canadian history-themed
webcomic Hark! A Vagrant manages to strike the perfect balance
between academic legitimacy
and adolescent silliness. Pierre
Berton it is not, but Beaton is pretty clear that her work should be
seen as non-canon. It's like adapting a popular book to screen:
someone will complain no matter what you do with the source
material, so what's the point in
being fussy about an inserted
poop joke here and there? As Beaton points out, revered historian Thucydides probably didn't
call Herodotus the "Father of Fat
Butts," but "You'll never take my
[history] degree away! I hid it."
While Beaton tweaks history to make room for jokes, other web cartoonists tweak jokes
to make room for history. Steve

University: five syllables which
have most high school seniors
leaping for joy as they envision
the wild parties, lack of curfew
and attractive new people which
have become indelibly attached to
the word. Lack of parents equals
a lack of rules, and lack of rules
equals unbridled revelry, right?
Ifyou're an 18-year -old freshman though, bad news: the province of British Columbia only allows people under 19 to drink if at
home and under parental supervision. Ironically, lack of parents
also technically equals lack of access to alcohol—and anywhere alcohol may be served, also known
as the fun places.
Ever been to a Wednesday Pit
NightatUBC? Me neither. I'm a sophomore and I'm still 18. Fear not,
though! There are plenty of all-ages
activities in Vancouver for the lawabiding sober student—whatever
miniscule percentage that may be.
THE AQUARIUM

Nestled in Stanley Park, the Aquarium is the place to commune with
our aquatic brethren. It's perfect
for any weather, with both an
outdoor arena full of larger mammals (they have beluga whales!)
and a large indoor labyrinth of
fish and frogs. However, you can
only stare at the octopus stuck to
the side of the tank for so long, so
go and check out the 4D movie
theater as well.
Oh, and did I mention that they
have a Spongebob movie?!Just don't
step on any ofthe 50 five-year-olds
in there with you.
H.R. MACMILLAN SPACE CENTRE

i SAID

PLAY

COMIC COURTESY KATE BEH0WHARK! A VAGRANT

Cartoons have a long history of
delivering choice blows to the sacred cows of respectability and
snootiness. Four anthropomorphic turtles commandeered Renaissance art in the '80s, and
that was 30 years after Bugs and
Elmer made opera a medium
for the masses again. Why history should be exempt from the
kind of lampooning that other
similarly self-serious fields receive is anyone's guess.
Regardless, the gleefully subjective approach is relatively new
to the study of history, which still
struggles to accept that there can
be more than one true way of understanding the past. What better medium to deliver history a
much-needed swift kick in the
ivory tower than comics—one of
the few pop art disciplines still
in its ascendancy?

Underage on
the town

LeCuillard, who bills his Robin
Hood send-up Much the Miller's
Son as "hysterically inaccurate"
explores the forest hero's legacy through the eyes of a misanthropic merry man, Muchlyn. David McGuire, meanwhile, makes
space in the setting of Ancient
Greece for Phobia, a rogue Amazon warrior, and her son Gastro. And some talking cuckoos.
And time-travelling 21st century nerds.
Both comics carry something
ofthe look and feel ofthe classic
"historical" comic, Rene Goscinny and Albert Uderzo's Asterix,
which loosely follows the adventures ofthe Gauls as they are invaded by Rome.
Asterix was doing years ago
in print what the new generation of cartoonists are doing online today: building a historical

vocabulary among people who
wouldn't ordinarily be expected
to care about what happened in
the distant past. Like Goscinny
and Uderzo, LeCuillard and McGuire are building their cartoon
worlds with the understanding
that in the same way the "real"
world is a product of our collective imagination, "real" historical figures and backdrops, as
we know them, are just lovingly-rendered cartoon characters
themselves.
I suppose history purists could
say any learning that does take
place when reading comics is
mostly anecdotal. But then, so
is history. If the cost of serious,
objective knowledge of the past
is that we occasionally have to
laugh at ourselves, it seems to
me that the future of our past is
in good hands, t l

Legal friends planning a Friday
night out on the town? Now you
can have a late night too, with
the Planetarium laser shows!
They offer Radiohead, Pink
Floyd, AC/DC and Gorillaz shows
on Friday and Saturday nights.
Just like your bar-hopping buddies, you will get to experience
surreal sensory imagery, dark
rooms and loud music, with the
added bonus of no hangover in
the morning. There are also fewer small children around at 9pm
on a Friday night, so you will feel
less like a giant intruder and
more like a rebel going against
the party flow.
WRECK BEACH

Located near the Vanier dorms at
UBC, this haven for nudists and
students alike (and sometimes
student nudists) may be chilly
in the winter, but there's always
the possibility of a campfire and
guitar session. Some students
use this space to party once the
elderly disrobed depart, but as
a law-abiding student you will
obviously refrain and content
yourself with the splashing of
the waves and the happy knowledge that many, many, many,
many steps back up to campus
await your sober self, t l
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Submit your comics to
our website at ubyssey.
ca /volunteer/submita-comic.
production@ubyssey.ca
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• ShineramaKick-Off:10:00am
at the Sub Ballroom
• Shine It Up! The Official Shinerama Wrap Party.
All Ages DJ Show and Dance: 9:00pm at the Sub
Ballroom. FREE with Firstweek or Shinerama
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• Born Ruffians at the PIT: 8:00, FREE with wristband
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Tuesday, Sept. 7 th
Imagine Day
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EDITORIAL
G20 RIOT COVERAGE MISSED THE REAL POINT

Enjoy your summer? Worked on your tan? Spent
much time thinking about the largest mass arrest in Canadian history? No?
By now, everyone is aware of the basic facts
about the summit. Thousands of protesters of
all stripes converged on the city a few dozen anarchists destroyed plenty of property and police
quickly clamped down on criminals, protesters
and anyone else who had the misfortune of being in the area and not being immediately compliant with instructions. By the end ofthe weekend, 1105 people had been arrested.
To quote Vice President Joe Biden, that's "a big
fucking deal." But have we treated it that way?
At UBC in 1997, hundreds of students were
pepper-sprayed and maced while protesting the
infamous APEC summit. Years of inquiries followed, which brought to light ways the government and police erred in their planning and response to the event. Such an examination should
happen here as well.
To date, we haven't had that necessary public
discussion. Those defending police actions have
argued that "thugs and criminals" ruined the possibility of peaceful protest, those caught in the
plastic bullet crossfire should have been smarter and accusations of Toronto turning into a "police state" are overblown. Media more critical of
the summit have focused on the lunacy of hosting such a large event in Toronto, or the actions
of a few officers who abused their power.
These are all fair and valid points to make,
but they are completely secondary. More people
were arrested on Canadian soil at one time than
any other event in our history. Hundreds upon
hundreds of citizens were detained for the flimsiest of justifications, often for hours on end. It
was, without question, the two darkest days for
civil liberties in Canada in recent memory and
deserves a serious discussion.
In the span of seven short weeks, the summit has seemingly drifted from our collective
consciousness.
Why is it ignored? Perhaps it's part of our national nature: deferential, trusting ofthe government to deal with it responsibly. Perhaps it's because we're uncomfortable being confronted with
the unflinching and uncompromising details
YouTube affords us ofthe incidents. But whatever the reason, we need to deal with the reality of
what happened—whether we favour with the actions of police or the rights of protesters. To do
otherwise cheapens our discourse.
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TOO SEXY
AUSTIN HOLM
& KASHA CHANG
toosexy@ubyssey.ca

Denied Readership,

DEAD TIRED OVER LACK OF ZOMBIE PLAN

How long has it been since last we
spoke? How many hours since your eyes
delicately skimmed our florid prose?
How many minutes have we lain awake,
trembling at the thought of rejoining
you in the tense, hungry tango that is
reading a newspaper?
We missedyou, Readership, and rather than draw out our mutual agony any
further, we'd like to kick this year of
Too Sexy off by getting right down to
biznatch with this week's letter.

Picture students with blank, soulless stares stumbling throughout our campus. Clothes are tattered,
peeling off without any regard for decorum or decency. These decrepit masses converge around
any sight of a normal human with fresh flesh.
Though this nightmare scenario may be reminiscent of so many Wednesday nights at the Pit, it's
far more frightening. We're speaking of zombies.
The past five years have been littered with enough
cultural references to zombies to fully expose our
psyches to what is assuredly a great threat. Last
year, researchers at the University of Ottawa proclaimed that if a zombie outbreak occurred, humanity would be doomed without a quick and effective
response. But has the university addressed this issue with the gravity it deserves?
At this moment, enormous decisions are being made at UBC that would have a huge effect
on our preparedness in the event of a living dead
outbreak. The AMS is in the process of building a
new SUB which will be the heart of our campus.
But no one has advocated the inclusion of turrets
or a moat in the new building to protect students.
The university itself is offering a similarly lifeless response. Despite the fact that UBC holds some
of the largest animal testing facilities in Canada (which is almost certainly where an outbreak
would begin), the university has absolutely no
defensive measures in place in case of an attack.
Although many students find the prospect of
pale-faced Twilight fans invading campus a more
immediate concern, the imminent zombie threat
is an issue that only an institution with the heft
of UBC is able to effectively plan for. It's time for
students to speak out—before it's too late.

As an Asian male, I have this rather
deep problem with my tao right now.
I don't consider myself overly selfish
but I always have this subliminal desire to make love to as many beautiful
women as possible.
This manifests itself usually whenever I see one, even if it's a complete
stranger walking down the street.
I know there's always the ever pervasive factor of jealousy involved, but I
know this desire is both perhaps a universal form of love and betrayal at the
same time, as I'm currently in a monogamous relationship. I love her with a passion I proudly claim is unsurpassed by
most people, but I still have these pangs
of lasciviousness whenever an absolutely gorgeous brunette walks by.
I try to look for higher ethereal meaning in whatever I do, so could you point
out some virtues of making love only
to one woman for an extended period of time that I might have missed?
I'm only 20, and I sometimes feel
that my youth is both a blessing and a
curse as I have the ability to both insouciantly "test the waters" and enter
a deep passionate relationship with
only one woman simultaneously. In
a world free of disease and jealousy,
would making love to several women be just as ideal as making love to

DEAR TOO SEXY,

only one woman, or is jealousy too
biologically human?

Are there benefits to a monogamous
sex life? Sure, depending on who you
are and whatyou are looking for from
Thanks,
a relationship. A greater degree of emotional intensity, more open sexual ex—Can t Aesthetically Suck Sphincter pression, and a greater willingness
Assholes Null Or Void Affairs to experiment can all result from sustainedly monogamous sexual partnership. It's harder to feel comfortable
GOOD NEWS, CASSAN0VA.
We're here to layyour questions to rest. confessing to weird sexual procliviFirst off, this has surprisingly little ties with, say, a one-night stand, than
to do with you being Asian or male. As it is with a long-term partner. Such a
a matter of fact, people of all races, gen- partner also has more of an incentive
ders, and levels of horndoggery deal to try to satisfy your weird sexual desires (don't act like you don't know what
with these questions.
Monogamous and polygamous rela- we're talking about).
That said, monogamy isn't for everytionship models are created different,
but equal. Neither is better or worse in one. And it's not like it's more jealouthe abstract, although in practice some sy-proof than any other relationship.
relationships and/or people are better Ifyou're checking the ladies left and
right regardless, you may decide it isn't
suited to one or the other.
The writers of this column have giv- for you, CASSANOVA. It may be thatyou
en a fair shake to both, alternating at can negotiate a degree of mutual opentimes between keeping hos in different ness in your relationship without sacarea codes and doing the two person rificing whatyou two have.
tango. But whether you're a group act,
After all, if you love this girl with
a duet, or just a free agent, I think that "unsurpassed" passion, physical nonthe only real judgment we can offer is exclusivity should be no threat to that
that there are seasons for all things.
love. Maybe she'd be down to turnyour
Ifyou're in a spot where it's time to bike into a tricycle, even if it's only for
let the orgies flow, then that's the spot one sweaty, slightly blurry night. On
you're in and that's whatyou should do. the other hand, it may be that your
Try not to be pressured one way or girlfriend doesn't share your views, in
the other, either by low frequency so- which case she might be better off tradcial pressure to be a big time playa-pla- ing in for a unicycle for a while until
you can join an eight person tandem.
ya or by norms of monogamy.
Jealousy is not, as you put it, "biolog- Or maybe you can give up those fine
ically human." It is a socially learned Vancouver girls and stick to your bicyresponse that may have evolutionary cle built for two. It's up to you, buddy.
benefits in traditional nuclear family
Anyways, that's all the advice you're
structures.
getting. On to more important things:
But just like anger and other "inher- WTF is up with your acronym? It seems
ent" and arguably biologically advanta- like you just went for letters to spell
geous human emotions, jealousy can, CASSANOVA (a name unrelated to
and should, be rationally worked through your question) and then acronym-ed
and talked about, lest it control you, your it by finding vaguely saucy words to
partner, and your respective and conjunc- throw in (also unrelated). We expect
tive love lives. Spock up, and use your more from acronyms this year. We are
brain. Jealousy, in and of itself, is not a disappointed.
good reason to stick to monogamy just
as the absence of jealousy doesn't nec- Have a probing query for our resident
essarily mean you should open up your sexperts? Email them at toosexy@ubysrelationship. Talk to your girlfriend and sey.ca. Their column will appear every
figure out what works for you.
Thursday this semester.
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Did UBC football head coach
Shawn Olson break into a home
Monday night?
Sort of.
Here's the long story.
InJanuary he gothis dream job.
Now, he's leading training
camp. Tuesday, camp started
at 9am and finished 12 hours
later.
As you can tell, Olson is busy.
"I haven't seen my son for
about four days. My wife—I
walked in the house the other
day—and she was like, 'Who are
you?' She almost called the cops,"
Olson joked.
But that's about the only hiccup he's experienced this training camp.
Yes, two of his star players—receiver Victor Marshall, who came
fourth in Canada West in catchingyards, and running back Dave
Boyd, who came second in Canada West in rushingyards—are currently injured, but Olson thinks
both will be able to play in UBC's
first regular season game.
Olson is also pleased by the performance of some of the 40-odd
recruits that are trying to make
a name for themselves in camp.

"Most of our recruits have
been as advertised, at least in
our mind," Olson said.
In particular, freshman quarterback Carson Williams has
been putting the hot iron on incumbent Billy Greene's ass.
Olson is pleased about Williams:
"Somebody forgot to tell him that
he's 18 years old, 'cause he had a
good first couple days, and I gave
him some reps with our gold unit,"
he said. "He's been off the charts
good as far as making decisions,
throwing the ball. It's almost like
he doesn't realize where he is and
he shouldn't be doing this. And going in, I knew he had a little bit of
a swagger and that it factor, but
he's been very very good and a
very nice surprise."
Asked why he's been performing well, Williams did not show
any hint of a swagger or cockiness.
"I don't know. I did a lot of
stuff in the summer. I tried to
getsome ofthe systems downbefore I came here and that seemed
to help a lot. I tried to make it as
easy as possible for myself," Williams said.
— Ian Turner
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